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Abstract
Pulmonary rehabilitation has established a status of evidence-based therapy for patients with symptomatic
COPD in the stable phase and after acute exacerbations. Rehabilitation should have the possibility of
including different disciplines and be offered in several formats and lines of healthcare. This review
focusses on the cornerstone intervention, exercise training, and how training interventions can be adapted
to the limitations of patients. These adaptations may lead to altered cardiovascular or muscular training
effects and/or may improve movement efficiency. Optimising pharmacotherapy (not the focus of this
review) and oxygen supplements, whole-body low- and high-intensity training or interval training, and
resistance (or neuromuscular electrical stimulation) training are important training modalities for these
patients in order to accommodate cardiovascular and ventilatory impairments. Inspiratory muscle training
and whole-body vibration may also be worthwhile interventions in selected patients. Patients with stable
but symptomatic COPD, those who have suffered exacerbations and patients waiting for or who have
received lung volume reduction or lung transplantation are good candidates. The future surely holds
promise to further personalise exercise training interventions and to tailor the format of rehabilitation to the
individual patient’s needs and preferences.

Introduction: COPD a disease with extrapulmonary consequences
COPD is a respiratory disease that develops over several decades through exposure to noxious gases,
typically cigarette smoke. It is characterised by airflow obstruction, hyperinflation and poor pulmonary gas
exchange. COPD is often punctuated by exacerbations that contribute to the morbidity of the disease.
First-line treatment includes preventive strategies such as smoking cessation and vaccination as well as
respiratory pharmacotherapy to reduce airflow limitation and hyperinflation in order to improve symptoms
of dyspnoea and to reduce the probability of exacerbations [1].

Dyspnoea is “a subjective experience of breathing discomfort that consists of qualitatively distinct
sensations that vary in intensity” [2]. Its intensity typically increases when ventilatory requirements
increase and approach the maximum ventilatory capacity (for a comprehensive review see [3]). This
happens when patients with COPD engage in exercise or physical activities that require increased energy
production in the metabolism. In addition, poor gas exchange and increased dead-space ventilation, also
observed in early stages of COPD, increase the ventilatory requirements for a given exercise and lead to
even more symptoms of dyspnoea. As a natural response, patients avoid exercise, the trigger for these
unpleasant and frightening symptoms.
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While the strategy of exercise avoidance provides immediate comfort, it is a fatal strategy for the human
body in the long term. Avoidance of exercise and physical activity leads to deleterious effects outside the
lungs and perhaps accelerates the inflammatory cascade in the lungs of patients [4]. One of the consequences
of a reduction in physical activity is observed in skeletal muscle, where deconditioning leads to adaptations
in skeletal muscle metabolism, function and muscle fibre type composition, leading to an undesired increase
of pulmonary ventilation and dyspnoea for a given exercise through early onset of lactic acid release,
aggravated by early symptoms of skeletal muscle fatigue during exercise [5]. This leads to further physical
activity avoidance. Furthermore, the cardiovascular system, the metabolic system, the brain and the immune
system all suffer from a chronic lack of physical activity. In the human body, all these systems work well in
an environment that includes a healthy dose of physical activity and a lack of it inevitably leads to the
development of comorbidities. These nonrespiratory consequences of COPD are discussed elsewhere [6, 7].
Exacerbations further impact disease progression and the more rapid development of comorbidity, not only
through acute bursts of inflammation but also by reducing physical activity.

In addition to the physiological consequences, physical activity avoidance has consequences in terms of
participation in social interactions. This further contributes to the development of mental health problems
as well as social isolation and loneliness [8].

For decades it has been known that the day-to-day problems encountered by patients suffering from COPD
are not only caused by the respiratory symptoms, but also, directly or indirectly, related to the
nonrespiratory problems these patients develop as a consequence of their lung disease. Similarly,
symptoms are not limited to dyspnoea, but also include muscle fatigue in some 17–95% of patients
(depending on the studied population and methodology). Fatigue contributes significantly to the
physiological and psychological burden of COPD [9].

The net result is that the burden of COPD for an individual patient is often uncoupled from the initial
respiratory problem, combined with a history of long-standing inactivity and emerging comorbidities. Only
treating the respiratory problems in these patients leads to an unsatisfactory result from the patient’s
perspective. Pulmonary rehabilitation aims to tackle nonrespiratory problems by taking a holistic approach,
with a focus the prevention of further respiratory disease progression (by optimising pharmacotherapy and
adherence to therapy) and the initiation of therapies geared towards improving the patient’s physical and
mental health as well as ensuring that patients maximise physical activity and other health-enhancing
behaviours, including smoking cessation and nutrition [10].

The aim of the current review is to provide a contemporary review of the definition of pulmonary
rehabilitation and discuss how exercise interventions exert positive effects on patients with COPD. In addition,
the clinical case scenarios for rehabilitation are discussed, i.e. the stable patient, the patient that undergoes a
(surgical) procedure and the patient during or after an exacerbation. Selection of appropriate interventions and
access are two important challenges facing pulmonary rehabilitation interventions in the future.

Definition of (modern) pulmonary rehabilitation
For many years, it has been recognised that comprehensive treatment of patients with COPD should go
beyond respiratory treatment and tackle nonrespiratory and behavioural treatable traits as well [11]. In fact,
pulmonary rehabilitation is among the most successful treatments for patients with remaining symptoms
and/or excessive utilisation of healthcare resources. The European Respiratory Society and the American
Thoracic Society (ATS) define rehabilitation as “a comprehensive intervention based on a thorough patient
assessment followed by patient-tailored therapies, which include, but are not limited to, exercise training,
education, and behaviour change, designed to improve the physical and psychological condition of people
with chronic respiratory disease and to promote the long-term adherence of health-enhancing behaviours”
[10]. Similar definitions are given by other professional organisations [12–14]. More recently, attention has
been paid to the process of pulmonary rehabilitation [15]. This process consists of a comprehensive
assessment prior to the prescription of a dedicated rehabilitation programme addressing the pulmonary and
nonpulmonary physiological problems, as well as mental, motivational and social ones. After the
assessment, a personalised programme can be proposed, which takes into account the individual’s needs
and preferences. In addition, a trajectory for follow-up needs to be established when the initial programme
comes to an end. When patients can continue some form of continued exercise training as part of their
disease management, outcomes are considerably better [16]. Such a maintenance programme completes the
pulmonary rehabilitation process.

A comprehensive and personalised approach to patients’ problems is highlighted in all guidance on
pulmonary rehabilitation. Such personalised programmes can theoretically be implemented in all lines of
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healthcare, although comprehensive and multidisciplinary programmes are easier to implement in second-
or third-line care in most current healthcare systems. Multi- or interdisciplinary concepts are integrated in
most contemporary definitions of rehabilitation. A recent systematic review, however, highlighted that,
while deconditioning was addressed in almost all the randomised controlled studies on pulmonary
rehabilitation, other treatable traits were addressed much less frequently (e.g. obesity/cachexia in 18% of
studies, anxiety/depression in 10% of studies and encouragement to engage independently in exercise only
in 46% of reported studies) [17]. Nevertheless, these traits are very prevalent in individuals with COPD. In
a recent study from Portugal, including 102 patients referred for pulmonary rehabilitation, ≈30% had
symptoms of anxiety and 42% had symptoms of depression using a cut-off in the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS) of ⩾8 points [18]. Using slightly more rigorous cut-offs (⩾10 points) these
proportions were 21% and 16% in a large study from the Netherlands [19]. In the latter study, the
prevalence of obesity was 23% and underweight prevalence was observed in 14% of patients. In a sample
of 339 patients (forced expiratory volume in 1 s of 46±17% pred, 6-min walk distance (6MWD)
392±112 m) referred to our pulmonary rehabilitation programme in whom physical activity was assessed
with triaxial accelerometry, we confirmed the prevalence of anxiety and depression with the HADS
questionnaire ⩾10 points to be 32% and 23%, respectively. In this cohort, 24% of patients were obese and
24% were underweight. 75% of patients presented with severe inactivity (<5000 steps per day measured
with a triaxial accelerometer following recommended methodology [20]). The prevalence of the treatable
traits clearly depends on the instruments and thresholds used as well as the patient population typically
referred. Irrespective of the thresholds, however, a good fraction of patients need to pay attention to these
treatable traits and, hence, comprehensive programmes need to address mental health, nutritional and social
issues, as well as behavioural aspects, next to exercise training.

It has become clear that, in order to ensure the quality of pulmonary rehabilitation, such programmes
should undergo quality control audits and be delivered by well-trained staff. A recent workshop document
of the ATS as well as an audit report from the British Thoracic Society stressed the need to ensure quality
control of rehabilitation programmes in order to maintain and further optimise their efficacy [15].

The cornerstone of pulmonary rehabilitation is exercise training. The exercise training component of
rehabilitation directly tackles deconditioning and its associated symptoms of dyspnoea and fatigue, the
main reasons for referral. Indirectly, participation in exercise training programmes may have additional
effects on comorbidities, health-related quality of life and general health. Exercise training is therefore
considered an essential component of pulmonary rehabilitation [15]. Other interventions may also confer
significant effects on their specific outcomes in selected patients. For example, psychosocial support
interventions showed measurable improvements in mental health [21], which may be of particular benefit
to patients with impaired psychosocial status at baseline. Up to half of patients included in cardiac or
pulmonary rehabilitation report “fear” of exercise and nearly 70% of patients indicate that specific
interventions to tackle these fears would be beneficial [22].

Reversing physiological problems
Exercise training is a potent intervention to reverse several nonrespiratory physiological consequences.
When fine-tuned, exercise training can have profound effects on the skeletal muscle, cardiovascular,
metabolic, bone and mental health consequences of chronic diseases.

Skeletal muscle dysfunction and impaired cardiorespiratory fitness contribute to the burden of COPD as it
is experienced by patients [5]. Muscle dysfunction contributes to excess pulmonary ventilation and early
contractile muscle fatigue. Along with reduced ventilatory capacity, dynamic hyperinflation and poor gas
exchange further contribute to exercise intolerance. Improving skeletal muscle function delays fatigue and
reduces the ventilatory requirements during exercise, and hence reduces dynamic hyperinflation and
symptoms. In addition, whole-body exercise at an appropriate intensity may also improve cardiac output
during exercise [23]. This leads to enhanced functional exercise capacity as well as enhanced whole-body
endurance. Improvements in cardiac output may be the direct effect of improved cardiac systolic function
as a consequence of the exercise training stimulus. It may, however, also be the consequence of the
reduced ventilatory requirements and consequent improvements in dynamic hyperinflation [24], leading to
a better end diastolic volume and stroke volume, as is also observed with bronchodilator therapy [25–27].

The mechanisms through which exercise training can help to enhance exercise tolerance are summarised
in figure 1.

Different training modalities have different effects on clinical outcomes in patients. Resistance training, for
example, leads to larger increases in skeletal muscle strength compared to whole-body exercise training. In
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addition, there is substantial crossover between training forms and improvements in one feature may impact
other outcomes (e.g. improvements in strength may lead to better functional exercise tolerance [28]). That
is why contemporary programmes mix different training approaches in order to maximise their effects.

These physiological benefits obey the “training laws” dictated by the exercise training frequency, intensity,
time (duration) of exercise exposure and type of exercise (FITT principles). The link between training
volume and training effect can be demonstrated [29] but it is not as robust as in other diseases or healthy
cohorts. Peak oxygen uptake (V′O2peak) is not the most sensitive outcome to capture the increase in exercise
tolerance in patients with COPD due to the constraints in the maximum pulmonary ventilation that are not
affected by exercise training per se. Indeed, while exercise training nearly doubles the submaximal
endurance time in COPD, the effect on V′O2peak across all studies is rather modest, as peak ventilation
cannot increase much in ventilatory-limited patients. One study compared the effect of a similar
programme in patients with heart failure and reduced ejection fraction (New York Heart Association 2–3)
and patients with (very) severe COPD [30]. In patients with heart failure, V′O2peak increased by 19%
whereas in patients with COPD the increase in V′O2peak seemed blunted (12%). At submaximal testing,
both groups showed similar improvements. Similarly, a recent meta-analysis of improvements in
V′O2peak showed a standardised mean difference (SMD) of 0.41 (0.25–0.58) in COPD [29], whereas in
heart failure an SMD of 0.77 (0.39–1.14) was reported for enhanced V′O2peak [31].

Despite the limited improvement in V′O2peak, largely due to the inability to expand peak ventilation in
many patients, the clinical relevance of taking part in a well-designed and properly executed exercise
programme is, however, undisputed [32].

In general, two broad categories of exercise training can be used in patients with COPD, namely
whole-body (aerobic) exercise training and local muscle exercises, typically prescribed as resistance
training (i.e. weight lifting).

The effect of exercise training
General FITT principles
The American College of Sport Medicine guidelines on whole-body (aerobic) exercise training in elderly
people propose to include training at least three times per week (frequency) at minimally 60% of
pre-training V′O2peak (intensity) of whole-body aerobic exercise (e.g. walking, cycling, stepping, type) for
20–60 min over a period of 12–16 weeks (time) in order to increase exercise tolerance and elicit
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cardiovascular improvements [33]. In patients with COPD, effects are observed after as little as 6–8 weeks,
but longer programmes provide somewhat larger effects. The effects of training programmes that adhere to
these principles are well documented in terms of cardiovascular function [23, 34, 35], ventilatory
requirements for a given oxygen consumption [36], skeletal muscle oxidative capacity [37, 38] and skeletal
muscle fatigability [39]. These effects spin off in relevant clinical outcomes such as improved exercise
tolerance, improved symptoms of dyspnoea and fatigue, and improved health-related quality of life [40].
Whole-body exercise can be offered on land as well as in water/swimming pools as long as an appropriate
intensity can be guaranteed [41].

Modifications to accommodate COPD patient limitations
While the effect of exercise training in patients are well established, it is equally known that whole-body
endurance training is difficult for many patients with COPD. High-intensity exercise training may not be
achievable for large groups of patients and such training can be perceived by patients as extremely difficult
[42, 43], particularly when ventilatory limitation is high. Patients may also develop dynamic hyperinflation
and/or exercise-induced hypoxemia/hypercapnia. While training at low intensities may still lead to
significant improvements in movement efficiency and desensitisation to dyspnoea, some of the
physiological effects on skeletal muscle may be less achievable at such low loads when muscles are not
fatigued during the exercise training [44]. Several avenues have been explored to make exercise training
using more effective higher loads more comfortable for patients with limited ventilatory reserve. These can
be summarised as interventions that increase the ventilatory capabilities in patients and interventions that
reduce the ventilatory needs during exercise.

Interventions that increase the ventilatory abilities of patients
A first and obvious avenue is to maximise the ventilatory capacity of patients using optimal bronchodilator
therapy. In many patients, bronchodilators increase the pulmonary ventilation during exercise and lower
dynamic hyperinflation, hence reducing symptoms of dyspnoea during exercise [45]. When patients are
prescribed exercise training, it is advised to optimise pharmacotherapy with the perspective of allowing
more comfortable exercise. A review of pharmacologic strategies to enhance pulmonary ventilation and
symptoms during exercise is beyond the scope of the present review and can be found elsewhere [46, 47].

Nonpharmacologic interventions can also improve ventilatory capacity in selected patients with COPD.
Volume reduction using endobronchial valves or coils, or volume reduction surgery certainly improve peak
ventilation in patients with pulmonary emphysema that qualify for the intervention [48]. After volume
reduction interventions and with enhanced ventilatory capacity, patients are good candidates for exercise
training. This exercise training will help to maximise the benefits of the newly acquired ventilatory capacity.
Alternatively, exercise training can be offered using mixtures of inhaled lower-density air, also allowing for
higher ventilation (e.g. helium+oxygen mixtures) [49]. The latter, however, is rather costly and large
quantities of the scarce gas helium are needed. Its use should therefore be limited to more essential medical
applications and should not be advised in routine clinical exercise training.

Noninvasive ventilation (NIV) using a nose or nose–mouth interface also reduces the work of breathing
and acutely improves the exercise tolerance of patients with COPD. It allows for a slightly higher training
intensity [50] and may render somewhat larger improvements in exercise tolerance after an exercise
training programme [51], particularly in very severe patients. The application of NIV requires expertise and
training, appropriate equipment and patients who are willing to get accustomed to the oronasal interfaces,
making this not a mainstream technique for use in large amounts of patients [52] but an attractive option
for those patients using nocturnal NIV to try.

Interventions that reduce the ventilatory burden of exercise
A second approach is to modify the training interventions such that the prescribed exercise yields a low
pulmonary ventilation, yet still puts a high-intensity work stimulus on the patient.

Oxygen supplements reduce ventilatory requirements and hence dynamic hyperinflation during exercise in
patients with COPD – even in patients that maintain saturation during exercise [53]. In patients with more
pronounced desaturation during exercise [54, 55], but not those with mild hypoxia [56], oxygen supplements
also lead to reduced lactate levels during exercise. Hence both chemoreceptor inhibition as well as lower
lactate may cause lower ventilatory needs during exercise in patients with COPD. Oxygen supplements may
thus help to make exercise training easier to cope with or allow increased exercise training intensity [57].
Several studies have investigated the effect of using oxygen supplements during exercise training and results
have been conflicting. In patients with modest desaturation on exercise, some studies found differences in
favour of patients that trained with oxygen in terms of enhanced exercise tolerance [58], some found mixed
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effects [57] and others showed no effect [59]. A recent systematic review pooling all studies found no
general effect of oxygen supplements during rehabilitation [60]. While it is clear that no overwhelming effect
of oxygen supplements during exercise training is seen, many clinicians provide oxygen for safety reasons
and for patient comfort (i.e. less dyspnoea during exercise training). Proper patient selection (see below) may
allow to identify patients for whom oxygen supplements may indeed greatly contribute to the training effect.
One such study looked at a patient with normal saturation at rest and significant desaturation upon exercise,
and an improvement of exercise endurance time of more than 10% was achieved when oxygen was
administered [61]. This study, however, had some methodologic shortcomings that preclude firm conclusions
and would require replication. Nevertheless, such patient selection may be crucial, particularly when oxygen
would be required in a setting where it is not easily available.

Interval training is a form of whole-body (aerobic) exercise training where the same exercises as
whole-body endurance training are offered, but in shorter bouts (30 s to 2 min) alternating with rest (either
lower or no load) periods. This blunts the ventilatory requirements and allows for more comfortable
training with fewer symptoms [62] and unexpected interruptions of the training programme [42]. This form
of exercise training makes use of the slow kinetic change in pulmonary ventilation upon the start of an
exercise bout. In the example shown in figure 2, the exercise is interrupted after 2 min. This is before a
high pulmonary ventilation is reached if the high intense work rate would be continued longer (dotted red
line in figure 2). A resting period (typically of equal duration) is then interposed until the next high load
bout starts, as depicted in figure 2.

A recent systematic review suggests slightly larger effects of interval training over whole-body endurance
training when compared across a broad range of respiratory diseases [63]. In COPD, the clinical effects of
interval training are not different from high-intensity endurance training, but the training programme is
easier for patients to cope with or the only, relatively easy, alternative to deliver high loads for some of
them (e.g. exercise induced hypoxia/hypercapnia, dynamic hyperinflation). High-intensity interval training,
where bouts of exercise at near peak exercise intensities are interspersed with rest, is becoming
increasingly more popular in many chronic conditions, including COPD [64]. In other chronic diseases
important benefits were also noted in terms of improved glycaemic control, vascular health and systemic
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inflammatory markers [65]. Such benefits would also be potentially interesting in patients with COPD. To
date, research is lacking to confirm such effects in patients with lung disease. Modifications to an interval
training programme have been proposed using sinusoidal exercise training [66], where exercise intensity
oscillates between higher and lower intensities and leads to lower (but more steady) pulmonary ventilation
and fewer symptoms despite moments of higher work rate.

Eccentric muscle contractions, as elicited by eccentric cycling [67] or downhill walking [68], have the
ability to place a significant workload on the peripheral muscles with less metabolic and ventilatory burden [69].
Significant benefits of eccentric training have been demonstrated on skeletal muscle function [70–73]. The
metabolic load, however, may be too low to elicit cardiorespiratory effects [67] and effects on
mitochondrial function are also uncertain [73]. Hence this form of exercise training may be of particular
benefit to impact on skeletal muscle function in patients where conventional exercise training fails to elicit
a significant training stimulus [71].

One-legged cycling is another way to reduce the ventilatory burden of exercise. By focussing the exercise on a
single leg, the metabolic burden of exercise is reduced and allows for a higher workload on the leg at work [74].
A simple adaptation to an ergometer bicycle needs to be made to allow cycling with one leg, while the other
leg is resting. This adaptation allows a higher (supramaximal) work rate when corrected for the amount of
working muscle mass, while the ventilatory challenge and whole-body metabolic load remain below the
maximum, rendering it an interesting exercise stimulus in an attempt to improve skeletal muscle function [75].

Resistance training (weightlifting) reduces the amount of skeletal muscle contractile units at work and
requires a low whole-body metabolic load, as typically only a limited amount of high-intensity skeletal
muscle contractions are made (e.g. three sets of eight contractions at 70% of the maximum contraction). To
that end, resistance training machines can be used. Alternatives are to use free weights or elastic bands [76].
Elastic bands can be easily integrated in training programmes in hospital wards or at home. It is important
to note that the resistance by elastic bands is limited and more repetitions are often needed in order to
produce overload on the skeletal muscles trained. Such overload is important to ensure physiological
effects [77].

Several studies have shown that with resistance training a high muscular workload can be offered with a
low ventilatory burden [78, 79]. Besides the metabolic advantage of resistance training, this form of
training is also directed specifically at the skeletal muscle. When resistance training is embedded in the
exercise regimen, effects can be expected on skeletal muscle strength and skeletal muscle mass [80] as
well as on skeletal muscle fibre oxidative capacity [77]. In healthy elderly people, a dose–response relation
with training parameters as well as with protein intake has been observed [81, 82]. In patients with COPD,
there is currently insufficient data to confirm this, although it is likely to be similar [83] as the overall
response in muscle biology to resistance training in COPD is generally comparable with the response in
healthy participants [84]. Importantly, resistance training also has effects on whole-body functional
exercise tolerance and health-related quality of life in patients with COPD [85].

Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) is a modality of muscle stimulation with low ventilatory
requirements [86]. The training consists of externally applied trains of electrical stimuli, delivered at a
pre-determined frequency with a pre-defined stimulus duration alternating with a period of rest. In stable
patients, a higher stimulus frequency (75 Hz) was suggested to be more effective than lower stimulation
frequency (15 Hz) [87]. Another study that compared 50 Hz and 35 Hz stimulations in patients after acute
exacerbations did not observe differences [88]. The effect of NMES observed in stable patients with COPD
with a transfer beyond muscle function on functional exercise tolerance has been confirmed in a recent
Cochrane analysis [89]. During [90] and after [91] acute exacerbations (when ventilatory capabilities are
reduced), NMES can positively affect skeletal muscle function. NMES has been used as a standalone
therapy or as an adjunct to regular exercise training. In both scenarios the addition of NMES led to a
greater increase in skeletal muscle force and improved functional exercise tolerance [89]. In patients with
disabling skeletal muscle dysfunction and those with very limited ventilatory capacity, the addition of
NMES with a stimulation frequency of more than 50 Hz seems justified. Importantly, while NMES may be
adequate to improve muscle function it is advised to combine this form of muscle stimulation with a
functional exercise stimulus in order to engage skeletal muscle in meaningful contractions and improve
mechanical efficiency (see figure 1).

Other interventions
Besides adaptations that have an impact on ventilatory capacity and training forms that require less
ventilation, other exercise interventions been used to improve function in patients with COPD.
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Whole-body vibration (WBV) is an intervention whereby patients perform low-intensity exercises on a
vibrating platform. The vibrations cause a small mechanical stretch and subsequent reflex muscle
contractions organised at a spinal level. This additional stimulus is proposed to result in additional
beneficial effects in skeletal muscle function. In patients with COPD, WBV training showed significant
improvements in functional exercise capacity in stable patients [92] and patients during an acute
exacerbation [93]. In addition, the mechanical vibrations have a small beneficial effect on bone health in
health subjects, an effect which has not been studied in COPD. A mechanism through which WBV may
exert beneficial effects is through its effect on proprioception and postural balance. WBV training was
shown to be as effective as an intervention to improve postural balance in patients with COPD [94]. Hence
this form of treatment seems to be particularly interesting for frail patients with impaired postural balance
and elevated risk for traumatic falls.

Inspiratory muscle training is a dedicated intervention targeting the inspiratory muscles that aims to enhance
inspiratory muscle function and alleviate dyspnoea. The training programme obeys the physiological
principles of exercise training, namely progressive overload, specificity, individual differences and
reversibility. In order to achieve an overload stimulus on the respiratory muscles, patients have to breathe
against an additional load that increases the work of breathing. Typically, this external load is imposed by a
threshold valve or a (variable) resistance. Titrating the training intensity is done by expressing the inspiratory
pressure as a proportion of the maximal inspiratory pressure. More advanced training equipment can monitor
the inspiratory flow, inspiratory volume and pressure, and provides an assessment of inspiratory power and
inspiratory work. In the past, inspiratory muscle training was typically prescribed as an endurance training
modality whereby patients performed many inspirations against a relatively low load (e.g. 15 min at 40% of
maximal inspiratory pressure). In an attempt to ensure adherence to the training programme, more recent
studies have adopted a training scheme with fewer repetitions at a higher relative load [95, 96].

While there has been a lot of debate on the utility of inspiratory muscle training, it is certain that this form
of training improves inspiratory muscle function. A recent systematic review also showed a clinically
relevant improvement in the 6MWD after inspiratory muscle training (36 (26–46) m) [97]. The benefits on
other, more comprehensive, outcomes, including physical activity and health-related quality of life, are less
certain or are just (not) reaching the threshold of clinical relevance. In addition, when inspiratory muscle
training is added to conventional pulmonary rehabilitation, its additional effects are less clear and may be
diluted by the overwhelming effect of exercise training in general [97]. Nevertheless, in this scenario,
studies conducted in patients with inspiratory muscle weakness had better inspiratory muscle function,
exercise endurance time and dyspnoea during exercise [98].

In recent years, the benefits of inspiratory muscle training on breathing pattern [99] have become better
understood and new devices have been introduced that allow for a more physiologic breathing pattern
during inspiration [95]. Smaller studies have suggested alternative benefits of inspiratory muscle training in
COPD. First, one small study showed a possible benefit on postural balance [100], which fits with earlier
associations of inspiratory muscle weakness and impaired postural control in COPD [101]. Second,
improved autonomic function was observed after inspiratory muscle training [102]. Similar observations
were made in healthy subjects [103], people with hypertension [104] and patients with obstructive sleep
apnoea [105]. While such effects are possibly important for the prevention of cardiovascular morbidity, the
effects are transient and disappear when the training is interrupted. Third, one study also suggested
improvements in oxygenation at night in patients that followed inspiratory muscle training, compared to
controls [106]. These studies need further confirmation, but altogether provide rationale to include
inspiratory muscle training in the management of selected patients, particularly those with impaired inspiratory
muscle function.

Scenarios for pulmonary rehabilitation in patients with COPD
The stable patient
In patients with stable COPD, the importance of a rehabilitation programme that contains exercise training
for a minimum period of 8–12 weeks is undisputed. After the latest Cochrane update, an editorial
accompanying the Cochrane meta-analysis stated that no further research was needed to prove the clinical
effectiveness of pulmonary rehabilitation [32]. The Global Strategy for Management of Obstructive Lung
Disease advocates the use of rehabilitation and a recent Lancet commission highlighted the impact of
rehabilitation in patients with COPD [107]. The contemporary discussion is therefore not whether
rehabilitation should be offered, but rather how it can be offered to all patients that need it. Alternative
programme settings tuned to the needs of patients in the community or in the primary care setting and
telerehabilitation have been advocated as ways to make rehabilitation accessible to more patients. In all
scenarios, it is important that patients are properly evaluated and their individual needs are addressed.
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Exercise training is offered applying the principles for exercise training outlined above. The quality and
effect of the programme is assessed and the staff delivering the programme are properly trained [15]. After
the core programme, it is important that a maintenance programme is set up in order to maintain its
benefits and result in a sustained improvement in utilisation of healthcare resources [108]. Such
programmes can be organised in the community or in primary care [16].

After a (surgical) procedure
Pulmonary rehabilitation following lung volume reduction procedures or after lung transplantation is
typically advised, but few studies have formally investigated its effects [10]. After these procedures, the
ventilatory capacity of patients is acutely improved and this may be the best moment to achieve a training
stimulus that enhances physical fitness in these patients. It is tempting to speculate that in these patients
exercise training and sustained increases in physical activity may also contribute to optimal maintenance of
general health after these procedures. The best timing for rehabilitation interventions in patients receiving
volume reduction remains an important question in search for resolution [109]. In patients who have
undergone lung transplantation, there is less doubt as these patients acutely lose functional exercise
capacity and muscle strength [110] and pulmonary rehabilitation facilitates recovery. However, the strength
of the evidence is low due to the low number of studies [111]. In these patients, exercise training is also
important to tackle the systemic consequences of sustained inactivity in combination with the immune
suppression regimen. Exercise training can be successful in reversing these consequences. For example, a
recent study showed improved bone health after exercise training in patients after lung transplantation [112]
and another study showed promising results in terms of improved blood pressure [113].

During and after exacerbations of COPD
Patients that have suffered from exacerbations deserve special attention. Besides an acute increase in
symptoms and acute reductions in lung function, exacerbations cause an acute decline in skeletal muscle
function, functional exercise tolerance and quality of life [114]. Pulmonary rehabilitation is thus a potent
intervention to improve outcome after an acute exacerbation. Programmes that include patients after
exacerbations should pay attention to the specific needs of these patients. Skeletal muscle weakness, a
limited ventilatory capacity, remaining gas exchange problems, anxiety and the acquisition of
self-management skills to prevent further exacerbations or act appropriately are specific points of attention.
After exacerbations, patients should be referred to pulmonary rehabilitation programmes [115]. Exercise
training programmes should be adapted to take into account the frailty and reduced ventilatory capacity of
the patients and therapists should be aware of possible relapses. The main problem in this scenario seems
to be the accessibility of programmes for this group of patients. A recent health database investigation
identified that only 1.5% of patients initiated rehabilitation within 3 months of discharge [116]. Innovative
programme formats and better patient and clinician education could perhaps improve access in the future.

In summary
Pulmonary rehabilitation containing exercise training is a powerful intervention to improve exercise
tolerance, skeletal and respiratory muscle function, efficiency of movement, symptoms of dyspnoea and
fatigue, and health-related quality of life. The selection of training type as well as components of the
rehabilitation programme should be individually tailored. Further research could focus on the personalisation
of training types and add-on interventions to maximise the effects of the training component of
rehabilitation. Pulmonary rehabilitation should be considered in stable patients in the context of volume
reduction procedures and lung transplantation and in patients who have suffered exacerbations. For clinical
practice, the main challenge is to ensure that accessibility and proximity of rehabilitation is secured in all
healthcare systems. In addition, patient as well as clinician awareness of rehabilitation should be further
enhanced. This will require more rehabilitation programmes, but also, existing programmes should offer,
and payors should reimburse, different options for effective rehabilitation to tap into patient preferences.

Questions for future research

Pulmonary rehabilitation has generally shown its effectiveness across different settings and patient types. Two
main research questions remain open on personalisation of rehabilitation programmes:
1) Identify patient phenotypes that benefit most from specific interventions so that personalised rehabilitation

can be practiced in an evidence-based way by selecting patient types.
2) Similarly, rehabilitation has shown to be effective in different formats; however, it is likely that when

formats (outpatient, centre-based, community-based, home-based, telerehabilitation or hybrid forms) are
tailored to individual patients, their effectiveness could be even further optimised. It is currently unclear
which patients would benefit from each of these formats. Such selection should likely take patient
characteristics, contextual (e.g. social, geographic) and preference factors into account.
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Points for clinical practice

• Pulmonary rehabilitation should be prescribed to those patients that remain symptomatic despite optimal
pharmacotherapy and to patients that suffer from exacerbations.

• Exercise training in the context of pulmonary rehabilitation should be tailored to the patient’s limitations,
possibilities, goals and preferences. When group training is offered, different patients should still receive
individualised programmes with accents to tackle patient-specific training goals.

• Clinicians in all lines of healthcare should have knowledge of the rehabilitation programmes available in
their area so they can effectively prescribe pulmonary rehabilitation.
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